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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quote from last night: 

At this point, it should be clear that price has greater classical analysis odds of stalling and 

trading lower.  I think everyone can and should see that (divergences and dojis into resistance).   

For now, we have two equally plausible plans (strategies) at work.  The first is the textbook, 

logical, historical technical analysis probability which would simply have us taking profits and 

getting ready for a short-sell/bearish swing down away from the 2,120 level.   

We will certainly short-sell it (price) intraday or swing trading (stop above current highs) if price 

actually does trader lower.... 

Although price absolutely, probabilistically SHOULD have gone down today, I admit I'm a little surprised that it 

actually did!  We've been straight up for so many days in a stimulus-fueled short-squeeze, it was a little 

difficult to believe that classic rules still applied!  But thank goodness they do, and today's T3 Trend Day was 

precisely what should have happened in a normal environment. 

Still, in simplest, non-academic terms, price was "supposed" to go down today and it did.  This meant our one-

and-only goal (after the opening gap and initial down-move in the first 30-min/hour) was to short-sell either 

retracements (preferred) or breakdowns (more aggressive) on the intraday frame as price moved lower. 

As drawn on the 5-min chart, there were at least five trades you could have taken - all of them are educational 

examples to learn for the future - as price did move down away from the 2,120 level (@ES) and toward lower 

targets.  On Trend Days - and this certainly was one - we look to short INTO the falling 20 EMA or 50 EMA 

(aggressive) or else on a "flag" break under a rising trendline or 5-min reversal candle low.  See the 1-min 

chart. 

The market never once generated a buy/long (reversal) signal - those only occur on Trend Days when price 

crosses above the 50 EMA (5-min) and we often don't trade into close.  There are exceptions ONLY for 

aggressive/experienced traders.  If you're a new trader and went long/bought at ANY time today, you made a 

trading mistake.  Learn exactly why it's a mistake, why it will ALWAYS be a mistake, and seek never to do it 

again.  Hint:  We do not fight or fade Trend Days in motion. If you do, you break the law and often lose money. 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

FHFA House Price Index (9:00am) 

Existing Home Sales (10:00am) 

APPLE (AAPL) Earnings!  Could be a catalyst for market action (and position management for those in trades) 
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July 20 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

Gold pushed impulsively to yet another swing low at the same time oil strengthened off divergences at the 

$50.00 level. 

Stocks AND the Dollar - as we expected (or at least as was logical given the weight of the short-term 

evidence/indicators) - fell lower away from upper resistance targets. 
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Strong, Stronger, Strongest - Disney (DIS) 

 

Disney is one of those stealthily strong stocks that many people aren't paying attention to, and if you're not, 

just take a moment to view the chart, the trend, the persistence (slow creep), and learn lesson for the future.  

Stocks which are strong tend to get STRONGER, not weaker.  It's a HUGE trading mistake/error - one many 

new traders make - to avoid strong stocks and instead seek to trade weak stocks making new lows.  That's 

ludicrous and the data do not back up that "trend reversal" or "fight the trend" strategy. 

Just look at the 12 candidates I provide you each week from the algorithmic "strong stock" scans.  Look to buy 

pullbacks or breakouts in these names, not short or fight them.  Disney reminds us precisely why we do this. 
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Resistance Range - Trend Play - (UA) 

 

Under Armour (UA) is another "strong getting stronger" candidate that's into a key resistance target.  A short-

term rectangle range has developed between the $86.00 and $89/$90 pivot and we'll use these levels for 

open position management. A pro-trend bullish breakout that holds above $90.00 is another aggressive bullish 

breakout (entry) trigger; on the other hand, a bearish breakdown that shatters $86.00 and the rising 20 day 

EMA (and prior spike high) could open a sell/liquidation pathway down toward $84.00.   
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Apple (AAPL) gapped strongly down to the $121.00 level (see 5-min chart above for post-market action) and 

will be starting Wednesday's session pivoting once again off this level - watch it for any additional action. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

Price is charting a lower/sell pathway AS EXPECTED and as is logical given the overextended, five-wave 

movement up on negative divergences into resistance.  Price "should" continue falling and likely target 2,100 
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or 2,091 - or even the 50% gap opening at the 2,082 level.  We'll continue playing short-bearishly for our 

expected/logical thesis... but will be quick to adapt if buyers intervene with another forced short-squeeze. 

Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

Three times sellers have prevailed - and buyers relented - into the 2,130/2,135 level here.  IF history repeats 

for a third time, then we'll continue expecting price to pivot and fall down away from 2,135 toward 2,100.  

We'll continue swing trading and taking intraday bearish trades under this likely scenario. 

But we can't  - or shouldn't - rest on our laurels in the event buyers rush back into the market and push price 

back above 2,135 to new highs.  We would be BULL ONLY above 2,135 and 2,140 with unlimited upside targets 
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(reference February 2015).  Again, we must plan an alternate/unexpected thesis and be ready to trade the 

outcome - which is often bigger - that surprises most traders.  Otherwise, it's bearish down to 2,100. 

 


